
2012 Holiday Catalog Wrap Report:

Publisher Support:

2012—134 titles

2011—121 titles
2010—148 items
2009—120 titles
2008—152 titles

Income:

2012—$238,150
2011—$210,400

No Disney, virtually no Random House, but Hachette went big—20 titles! Workman 
placed more titles with PNBA than any other region.  Best of the Northwest is four pages 
strong.

Store Support:

2012—82 total stores, 54 imprints for 58 stores (4 shared imprints) 
*862,000 catalogs reserved. 

Three new stores are running in-store test campaigns with sights set on insertion 
campaigns next year: UpperCase Bookshop, Snohomish; The Sequel, Enumclaw; 
and BookPeople of Moscow. BookPeople tracked and reported sales, which ap-
pear to be at least on par with our inserting small to mid-size stores. 

No additional prospects for joining the campaign have been identified.

2011—80 total stores, 57 inserting, 1,007,035 catalogs reserved
2010—83 total stores, 57 inserting, 1,035,000 catalogs reserved

*We dropped below the one million mark for the first time, and substantially. 
These are the stores that had previously inserted large quantities—in the case of 
UW, more that 50,000. 



BookStop—closed, Islehaven—new owners are not members, PSU—Purchased 
by Nebraska Book Co., Garfield—new leadership with different philosophy, 
University Bookstore—new branding philosophy, Wy’ East—low response. 

For next year, It looks as if we can say goodbye to Trail's End, as well. Thank 
goodness for the resurrection of Queen Anne!

I met with a group of four people from the University Book Store at the trade-
show and better understand the branding conflict they have experienced. I do 
not think it's insurmountable, but if they do not return to inserting hard copies, 
they are very interested in exploring a vigorous online campaign. That point 
brings us to the next phase of evolution for the holiday catalog: the online ver-
sion.

The Future:

Next year we plan to build an IndieBound linked html version of the catalog that 
ABA should be able to make available to any IndieCommerce store. What does 
this mean? It means that you can embed the catalog on your store website and 
have all clicks go directly to your IndieCommerce purchase page for that book. 
With declining insertion numbers, I believe this capability will become a crucial 
selling point for potential advertisers.


